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LOOKING FOR A NEW FACILITATOR?

THOMAS M. LIZZA

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

• 40 years personal injury litigation
• 18 years as a plaintiff attorney 
•  22 years as a defense attorney
•  Neutral Case Evaluator - Macomb County 
•  Neutral Case Evaluator - Wayne County
•  AV rating by Martindale Hubbell for more than 25 years    
    (highest rating in both legal ability and ethics)
• Completed more than 60 civil jury trials
• Experience in auto negligence, first party cases (PIP),  
   general negligence, premises liability, dramshop, medical  
   malpractice and 1983 excessive force cases.

IMMEDIATE SCHEDULING AVAILABILITY -IN PERSON OR ZOOM 
REASONABLE RATES - 39501 Garfield Rd., Clinton Twp., MI 48038

O: (586) 225-7200 • C: (248) 563-2391 • TOM@THOMASMLIZZAPC.COM
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Installation Celebration

It’s	September,	the	dog	days	of	summer	are	finally	
behind us and it’s beginning to feel a little bit like 
fall.  For those of us with children of school age 
it’s going to be the start of an in-person school 
year.  Hopefully a sense of normalcy for all of us.  
September is also the month that the Macomb Bar 
traditionally hosts an installation that marks the start 
of a new program year and new bar leadership.  This 
return to normalcy is scheduled for September 23 
and I hope you accept this invitation to attend.  
 
When I was selecting where to hold this event, I 
wanted to showcase what Macomb County is about 
and how our automotive heritage is so important 
to our county. Our local businesses, our Bar and 
even	our	Bench	is	supremely	influenced	by	the	
automobile.  
 
We all have fond memories and usually some fun 
stories	of	our	first	car.		My	first	car	was	a	hand	me	
down from my parents. Even though it had a ton of 
miles, and it wasn’t very fast, it was a memorable 
time. Having an automobile meant 
getting myself to work, driving to high 
school and making lifelong bonds 
via the open road.  Cars, especially, 
in Macomb County can be a fashion 
statement.  The make, model, or color 
adds a little to your personal style.  
This year I chose a unique Macomb 
County venue for the Installation 
Celebration that gives all that attend a 
chance to reminisce about their love of 
automobiles.  The event will be held at 
Stahl’s Automotive Museum, a hidden 
gem of Macomb County.  Located in 
New Baltimore, Stahl’s Automotive 
Museum was founded by Ted Stahl, 
an automotive businessman and lover 

of all things automotive. His museum is home to 
over ten dozen classic automobiles and vehicles 
of	historic	significance.	The	museum	also	contains	
historic gas pumps and the most unique and rare 
collection of musical organs in the world.  
 
The event includes food and an open bar catered 
by Lino’s North and a short program where I will 
discuss my goals as bar association president.  After 
the short program all are welcome to explore this 
incredible museum that celebrates an important part 
of our county’s heritage.  
 
I encourage you all to register for this event as early 
as you can.  Visit MacombBar.org, respond to your 
emails	or	call	the	bar	office.			
 
I wish you the best I hope to see you soon. 
 
Regards, 
 Frank

By Francesco Briguglio,  
President of Macomb Bar Association 
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It’s interesting to me how the verb version of the word 
“pivot” has come to dominate over its related noun 
version.  My guess is that, pre-pandemic, the majority 
of people were mostly familiar with the noun version of 
the word, especially as used here in Merriam-Webster; 
“the action in basketball of stepping with one foot 
while keeping the other foot at its point of contact with 
the	floor.”		Along	came	the	pandemic	(or	the	Friend’s	
pivot episode) and the verb seemed to take over.  
Conversations and newscasts gave us an earful on how 
important it is/was to “pivot” our actions.   It seems that 
all organizations, businesses, and schools did in fact, 
change direction in order to continue to be successful.  In 
a previous article, I shared with you how the Macomb 
Bar adapted and created frequent and meaningful 
connectivity between members and members and the 
bench.  While we continue to adapt and adjust, we have 
also	made	permanent	modifications	in	preparation	for	
your return to the 16th Circuit Court building. 

The	“new”	bar	office	features	an	open	space	concept	
to	create	a	self-service	office	environment.		Two	walls	
were removed to create a welcoming type atmosphere, a 
throwback to the old Lawyer’s Lounge, minus the shag 
carpet.		And	yet,	it	is	an	office	equipped	with	everything	
you need for your practice.  In one corner we created a 
copy station with all of the tools to sort, staple, white-out 
and	paper	clip	your	way	to	an	organized	file.		In	another	
corner we have a workstation with a new computer and 
up to date software.  New furniture has been on order 
and with some luck will be delivered soon.  Once the 
furniture is in place, you will have a comfortable place 
to recharge your batteries and refresh your energy with a 
cup of coffee, fresh baked goods, fruit and other snacks 
from the Snack Bar.  We’ve also added a new television 
that will showcase episodes of the Foundation’s “Legally 
Speaking.”		We	are	happy	to	provide	you	with	a	first	
of its kind private Zoom Room.  A quiet environment 
that comes with a brand-new computer and webcam so 

that you can complete your in-person responsibilities in 
the 16th Circuit Court then easily Zoom into other court 
matters.  The Conference Room is also available for a 
maximum of six people and may double as a second 
Zoom Room using your own device.    

Again,	the	concept	behind	these	modifications	is	to	
create	a	self-service	office	environment.		We	welcome	
you	to	make	use	of	“your	office	away	from	the	office.”		
Like	any	office	though,	there	are	some	rules.		

First	and	foremost,	the	Macomb	Bar	office	is	for	
members only.  At this time, we are following the 16th 
Circuit Court’s lead on masks.  So, if masks are required 
in the court, they will be required in the Macomb Bar 
office.		A	maximum	of	six	people	are	permitted	in	the	
office	at	any	one	time.	

We ask that you observe the six-person capacity limit, 
clean up after yourself, do not put any liquids in the 
wastebaskets	(use	the	sink	in	the	hallway,	restrooms,	or	
drinking fountains to dispense of liquids), and respect 
employee’s privacy and workstations.  This includes 
cell phone conversations.  These should be restricted 
to behind the closed doors of the Conference Room or 
Zoom Room.         

The	Conference	Room	is	on	a	first	come	first	serve	basis.	
Clients must be accompanied by a member attorney and 
are restricted to the conference room only.  Do not leave 
clients	in	the	office,	they	will	be	asked	to	leave.	

The	Zoom	Room	is	on	a	first	come	first	serve	basis.					

The Copy Station is brought to you courtesy of the 
Macomb County Bar Foundation.  If you experience 
copy jams or paper shortage, please ask for staff 
assistance.  Do NOT attempt to repair the copier.   

The	Computer	Station	is	also	on	a	first	come	first	serve	
basis.  We ask that you be respectful of others that may 

Pandemic Pivots
By Rick R. Troy, Executive Director, 

Macomb Bar Association  



need to use the station.  Do NOT add software, programs 
or	files	of	any	kind	to	the	computer.		Be	sure	to	log	out	of	
your email before you leave.         

To celebrate the re-opening of the court and the Macomb 
Bar	office,	we	invite	you	to	an	Open	House	on	Monday,	
September 20.  We reached out to Todd Seeburger, owner 
of Seeburger’s Cheeseburgers and he has agreed to return 
to Mt. Clemens to help us celebrate with a free lunch.  

Starting at 11:30am Macomb Bar members and court 
staff are invited to stop by the courthouse plaza located 
between the Old County Building and the Court for 
lunch.  We also invite members to stop by their “remote” 
office	on	the	4th	floor.				

Join me in thanking our Sustaining Members who have 
helped	make	the	office	enhancements	possible.	

2021-2022 Sustaining Members *As of August 10, 2021

Christopher Alayan
Richard  Albright
Benjamin Aloia
James Andary
Frank Aragona
Peter Arvant
Heather  Atnip
Mayssa Attia
Heidi Aull
Christopher Baratta
Stephen Becker
Jason Berger
Daniel Bernard
Elaine Bezas
Matthew Bieber
Thomas Bishoff
F. Peter Blake
Sean Blume
Michelle Boedeker
John Bommarito
Sidney Borders
Brian Bourbeau
Alison Bowden
William Boyer
Scott Bright
Thomas Brookover
George Brown
Glenda Butler
Mark Butler
John Cahalan
John Callahan
Jeffrey Candela
Kimberly Carmack
Nicole Castka
J. Matthew Catchick
Gerald Cavellier

Thomas Charboneau
Thomas Ciaramitaro
Erica Cicchelli
Kimberly Cochrane
Ralph Colasuonno
S. Wesley Compton
Joseph Cunningham
Jeffrey Davis
Albert Dib
Kimberly 
DiBartolomeo
Douglas Dinning
Nancy Dlugokenski
Jill Duffy
Susan Dunn
Timothy Egerer
Joseph Ejbeh
Walid Fakhoury
David Femminineo
Elizabeth Ferguson
Timothy Ferrand
Lori Finazzo
Eric Flinn
Stuart Fraser IV.
Stuart Fraser V.
Steven Freers
Erin Freers-Cole
Nazek Gappy
Arthur Garton
Jacqueline George
Aaron Geyer
Fred Gibson
Joel Grand
Roy Gruenburg
John Gwyn
Judith Hansen

Adil Haradhvala
Mark Hauck
Lori Henderson
Michael Hennigan
Denise Hirschmann
Julie Hlywa
Roger Hyde
Robert Ihrie
Andrea Jacklyn
Keela Johnson
Robert Jurczyk
Suzanne Kalka
Chui Karega
Michael Kavanaugh
Aaron Keyes
Michael Kitchen
Kyle Kole
Amanda Kole
David Kotwicki
Andre Laubach
Christina Lejkowski
Kimberly Lubinski
Lawrence Lucido
Anne MacIntyre
Mark Makoski
Vincenzo Manzella
Glenn McCandliss
Joseph McCarthy
Thomas McGovern
Thomas McHugh
Mark Metry
Christopher Metry
Theodore Metry
Peter Mianecki
Jeffrey Michalowski
Gregory Mlynarek

Michael Monaghan
Jeremy Mullett
Neil Murphy
Edward Nahhat
Deborah O’Brien
Trish Oleksa Haas
Catherine OMeara
Timothy Orlando
Colleen Orr
Michael Osaer
Daniel Padilla
Robert Palmer
Salvatore Palombo
Nina Paolini-Lotarski
Karen Pappas
Harold Perakis
Mark Peyser
Carron Pinkins
Robert Piraino
Patrick Politano
Dawn Prokopec
Farrah Ramdayal
Christopher Rickard
Randy Rodnick
Daniel Romano
Beverly  Safford
Ronald Sangster
Alan Saoud
Henry Sarnacki
Ben Schock
Ellen Schreuder
Seth Seidell
Rebekah Sellers
Phillip	Serafini
Edward Shankin
Charles Shaw

Eric Shepherd
Patrick Simasko
James Simasko
John Simon
Drew Slager
Larry Smith
Edward Souweidane
Steve Sowell
James Spagnuolo, Jr.
Thomas Spitzer
Cecil St. Pierre
Neil	Strefling
Mark Strek
Ronald Strote
Bryan Sunisloe
William Swor
Stanley Szot
John Tatone
Sean Taylor
Paul Thoen
Justin Thomas
Mark Torrice
Charles Trickey III
N. Rick Unger
Dean Valente
Armand Velardo
Philip Vera
Anthony Vittiglio
Kathy Vogt
Dawn Walton
John Walus
Dana Warnez
Eileen Warshaw
Donald Wheaton
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The infrastructure of your website is called technical 
search	engine	optimization	(Technical	SEO)	and	
if there are problems with your search engine 
optimization your website may not be indexed properly 
which will effect your websites performance. Make 
sure you are getting the most out of your website by 
completing a Technical SEO audit.

To begin a Technical SEO audit you need to specify 
your preferred domain name for your website, this 
means using www. or not using it.  Using the www or 
not is a personal preference and has no SEO advantage.  
But you must be consistent in using the preferred 
domain. You can check your preferred domain name 
using Google Search Console.  Start with a Google 
account, if you do not have one, you must create one.  
Once you have a Google account type in Google Search 
Console or https://search.google.com/search-console/
about into your search engine and hit “Start Now.”  The 
first	step	is	to	verify	your	domain.		You	can	do	this	in	
two	ways,	domain	verification	or	URL	Prefix.		Domain	
verification	requires	you	to	change	the	DNS	records	in	
your domain name provider.  If you do not have access 
to your DNS records you can verify your domain 
through	the	URL	Prefix.		URL	prefix	has	three	methods	
to	verify	your	domain:	HTML	file	verification,	HTML	
tag or Google Analytics.  The Google Search Console 
wizard will walk you through these steps.  

The	Google	Search	Console	is	also	used	for	finding	and	
fixing	indexing	and	crawling	errors	on	your	website	
which is the next step in your Technical SEO audit.  
Google will not index your website correctly and your 
website ranking will go down if you have these types 
of error on your website.  The Google Search Console 
uses the index coverage report and URL inspection 
tool to do this. The Index Coverage Report shows you 

which of your website pages have been successfully 
indexed by Google or if any pages have an error and 
have not been indexed.  Click the Error tab under the 
Index Coverage Report page to see which pages have 
errors.

The possible errors are:
• Submitted URL has crawl issue
•	Submitted	URL	not	found	(404)
•	Server	Error	(5xx)	
• Redirect Errors
• Submitted URL seems to be a soft 404
• Submitted URL marked no index
• Submitted URL blocked by robots.txt
•	Submitted	URL	returns	unauthorized	request	(401)

The “submitted URL has crawl issue” error simply 
means	that	some	of	the	page	resources	(images,	CSS,	
JavaScript) could not be loaded when Google tried to 
index the page.  To make sure there is truly a crawl 
issue error, visit the page in a new browser window. 
If it loads without any problems, then the error was 
temporary.  You can also click the “Test Live URL” 
button in the Google Search Console which makes 
Google refresh the error report to make sure the error is 
not permanent.  If the error was temporary or refreshing 
the error report no longer recognizes an error, click 
“Request Indexing” to resubmit the page to Google. 
If you still have the “submitted URL has crawl issue” 
error	than	go	back	and	click	“validate	fix”	button	and	
Google will email you with the results.

The next error, “Submitted	URL	not	found	(404)” or 
otherwise known as “Page not found” error, is the most 
common	error	and	easy	to	fix.		It	simply	means	Google	
could	not	find	the	page	at	the	time	of	indexing.		In	most	
cases this is a false alarm.  But you want to make sure 

Technical Search Engine 
Optimization Audit: 

Domain and Page Errors
By Dawn M. Fraylick, Associate Executive and Communications 

Director of the Macomb Bar Association  
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that page is there by opening up your search engine and 
typing in the URL.  If the page is found and you want 
Google to index it, go to the Google Search Console, 
click on the URL and click “Test Live URL” button, 
then “Request Indexing.”  Then go back to the Index 
Coverage Report and click “validate.”

If this is a page that indeed returns a 404 code and you 
don’t want Google to index it, you can either leave it 
as is and Google will eventually remove the page from 
the index or redirect the page to another page on your 
website.

Another	error	that	can	occur	is	“Server	Error	(5xx).”		
This means Google could not access the pages 
because the server was not available at the time. To 
look into this error click “Inspect URL” in the Index 
Coverage Report, then click “Test live URL.”  If it was 
a temporary error than you can request that Google 
re-index the page by clicking “Request Indexing.”  If 
it was not a temporary issue you will need to further 
investigate your server or the page.

Pages on your website can also have a “Redirect 
Error” which means Google could not access your 
page because it goes or redirects to another page that 
is	not	found.		You	can	fix	this	error	by	going	into	the	
Index Coverage Report, clicking “Inspect URL,” Click 
“Test	Live	URL,”	fix	the	error	by	clicking	“Request	
Indexing”	and	finally	click	“validate	fix”	in	the	Index	
Coverage Report. 

Another error that is caused by a page not being found 
is the “Submitted URL seems to be a soft 404” error.  

You can deal with these errors by removing them from 
your sitemap so Google will not access them, redirect 
the page to a valid page, or return a 404 code for pages 
that are not valid.

The “Submitted URL marked ‘noindex” comes across 
in the Index Coverage Report as an error but it is not 
an error.  This happens when the page developer adds 
a “noindex” tag to the page header instructing Google 
to not index that page.  If the page was improperly 
tagged you can delete the “noindex tag” and “request 
indexing” to correct the mistake.

Another error that may show up but it technically not 
an error is the “Submitted URL blocked by robots.
txt” error. This means a page was submitted to Google 
for	indexing	but	in	the	sites	robots.txt	file,	it	instructs	
search engines to not index it.  If the page should be 
indexed	you	can	fix	it	by	correcting	the	robots.txt	file.

The last error that you can get on a webpage is 
“Submitted	URL	returns	unauthorized	request	(401).”		
This means that the page is password protected.  These 
pages should be deleted from your webpage’s sitemap, 
add a “noindex” tag on the page, or block it in your 
robots.txt	file	of	your	website.

Preforming a Technical Search Engine Optimization 
audit	can	be	intimidating.		But	fixing	these	errors	will	
help your website become a better resource for you 
and	your	firm.		Potential	clients	will	be	able	to	find	
your website easier and Google will rank your website 
higher.

UPCOMING YOUNG LAWYER EVENTS
FREE 5:01pm Social October 7, 2021 • Madison’s Pub in Mt. Clemens

Holiday Party: December 2, 2021 • Ernies

Meet the New Judges featuring  Hon. Jennifer Andary and 
Hon. Kathleen Galen Coming Soon
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Circuit Court Corner
By Macomb County Circuit Court Administration  

Juvenile Neglect/Abuse Training  
Grant Funds

The Juvenile Division has grant funds to reimburse 
attorneys who are on the neglect/abuse list to attend 
child welfare related training to improve representation 
in child protective proceedings.  Training requests must 
be pre-approved by Chief Referee Linda Harrison.  
Any questions can be emailed to linda.harrison@
macombgov.org or nicole.faulds@macombgov.org.  

Farewell to Dave Elias and Lisa Goldstein

Two longtime Friend of the Court employees have 
departed	the	office.	David	Elias,	who	began	his	career	
with the FOC in July 1979, has left to become a full-
time private mediator. David was a Chief Referee with 
the Friend of the Court until his retirement in 2012.  
Since	then,	he	has	worked	part	time	with	the	office	as	
Family Court Counsel/Referee until August, 2021. Lisa 
Goldstein began with the Friend of the Court in June of 
2002. She was promoted to a Referee position in 2006.  
Including her 11 years in private practice, Lisa had over 
30	years	of	experience	in	the	field	of	family	law.	The	
decades of experience both of these employees provided 
to	the	Friend	of	the	Court	will	leave	a	void	difficult	to	
fill.

In Memoriam Former FOC Director  
Thomas McDonald

Former Friend of the Court Director Thomas McDonald 
passed away Saturday, July 31, 2021. Tom began his 
career with the FOC in 1971, and worked his way up 
to	become	FOC	Referee,	Chief	Referee,	and	finally	
FOC Director.  Tom was FOC Director for more 
than	a	decade,	and	led	the	office	with	a	steady	and	
compassionate hand. Tom had a tremendous knowledge 
of family law, and his patience and calming personality 
was an asset whether he was dealing with employees, or 
guiding	litigants	through	difficult	times.	Known	for	his	
love of fast cars, and especially Thunderbirds, he was 
always impeccably dressed and respectful to everyone 

he encountered.  His son described him as sweet, with 
just a dash of the old salt and vinegar to make you 
remember just who it was you were dealing with. Tom’s 
imprint on the Friend of the Court can still be found 
today through the remaining employees that were lucky 
enough to work with him, and the positive direction he 
charted	for	the	office.

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 
  CATASTROPHIC INJURIES

 BIRTH TRAUMA • WRONGFUL DEATH

“Results 
Matter”

ALBERT J. DIB, ESQ. 
Jefferson Law Center 

www.JeffersonLawCenter.com
25615 Jefferson, St. Clair Shores, MI 48081 

ADib@JeffersonLawCenter.com

(586) 270-4010
REFERRAL FEES HONORED 

AVAILABLE TO LITIGATE PENDING CASES
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www.fsattorneys.com • (586) 463-0100
10 S. Main, St., Suite 302, Mt. Clemens, MI 48046

Proven Results for your Client Referrals
Proudly Serving Detroit, Mt. Clemens & the Tri-County Area

FRASER & SOUWEIDANE P.C. 
Personal Injury Lawyers

You won’t see our names on TV or on a Billboard 
We would rather put our names on a REFERRAL FEE CHECK

Thomas, Garvey & McKenna 
Referral Based Personal Injury Practice • (586) 779-7810

We have paid referral fees in excess of  
ONE MILLION DOLLARS - Twice

A third Macomb County referral lawyer received 
$850,000.00
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Some Evidence
By Carl J. Marlinga, Circuit Court Judge

 In June, 1966, Senator Robert F. Kennedy gave 
a speech in South Africa in which he observed that 
each time a person makes an effort to improve the lot 
of others, he or she sends forth a tiny “ripple of hope” 
that, when combined with the efforts of countless 
others, leads to meaningful change.
 I am using this month’s evidence column to 
suggest a change in jury instructions that has troubled 
me	(and	many	
others) for 
decades’. It 
is the jury 
instruction on 
“reasonable 
doubt” in 
criminal cases. 
We all know the 
time-honored 
definition	
contained in M 
Crim	Jl	3.2(3):

“A 
reasonable 
doubt is a 
fair, honest 
doubt 
growing out of the evidence or lack of 
evidence. It is not merely an imaginary or 
possible doubt, but a doubt based on reason 
and common sense. A reasonable doubt is 
just that - a doubt that is reasonable, after a 
careful and considered examination of the 
facts and circumstances of this case.”

 In any basic course in logic or English 
grammar,	we	learn	that	the	definition	of	a	word	must	
not	include	the	word	being	defined.	We	would	be	
rightly	ridiculed	if	we	defined	the	term	“fair	price”	

as “just that - a price that is fair.” Tautologies are 
not	permitted	in	definitions.	Circular	definitions	are	
inherently unhelpful. Yet, in this most important 
definition	in	criminal	law	-	one	that	determines	
freedom or incarceration, and sometimes life or death 
- we settle for this banal repetition of words.
 I have listened over the years to how 
prosecutors and juries have logically reduced this 

standard to 
something very 
close to a mere 
preponderance 
of the evidence. 
The thinking, 
whether urged 
by a prosecutor 
or fumbled into 
by a jury, goes 
like this: 

“According 
to the 
express 
terms of this 
instruction, 
you are 

permitted to convict the defendant of the 
charged crime even if you a have a doubt, or 
several doubts. It is normal to have doubts 
about a serious decision. That happens all 
the time. What you have to do is to take each 
doubt and carefully consider it to see if it is 
reasonable. How do you do that? Well, how 
do you resolve any doubt that you encounter 
in everyday life? You think about it. You 
weigh the evidence pro and con. You apply 
reason; and you make a decision.” 
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 By analyzing “reasonable doubt” in the way 
I have just suggested it is easy to see that a standard 
which is supposed to be the highest standard of proof 
easily morphs to a simple balancing of pros and cons; 
but a balancing test is quintessentially a preponderance 
of the evidence test.
 I have often thought that a criminal defendant 
would be much better off with a “clear and 
convincing” evidence test. Let’s borrow the wording 
of	civil	jury	instruction	M	Civ	JI	8.01(b)	to	see	how	
that would sound in a criminal case:
“The prosecutor must prove each element of the crime 
by clear and convincing evidence. This means that 
the prosecutor must do more than persuade you that 
evidence in support of an element is probably true. To 
be clear and convincing, the evidence must be strong 
enough	to	cause	you	to	have	a	clear	and	firm	belief	
that evidence in support of an element is true.”
 Honestly now, if you were on trial where your 
liberty, livelihood, and reputation were at stake, which 
instruction would you prefer to have the jury decide 
your fate?
 With a clear and convincing evidence test, a 
defense attorney could tell a jury that the evidence 
must be “clear.” With a clear and convincing evidence 
test, a defense attorney could tell a jury that they 
must be “convinced.” This is much stronger language 
than telling a jury that from the evidence, or lack of 
evidence, they may have doubts, and that they should 
decide whether their doubts are “reasonable.”
It is little wonder that wrongful convictions occur with 
such regularity.
	 In	England	and	Wales	the	definition	of	
“beyond	a	reasonable	doubt”	has	been	simplified,	so	
that judge can now tell a jury that they “must be sure 
that the defendant is guilty.” Regina v Majid [Court 
of Appeal, Criminal Division] [2009] EWCA CRIM 
2563	(12	October	2009).	This	would	be	a	welcome	
change in American law, but the road to reform in the 
United States is greatly complicated by the United 
States Supreme Court’s decision in In re Winship, 
397	US	358	(1970),	which	constitutionalized	the	
issue, making proof beyond a reasonable doubt a due 
process requirement. Trial judges, therefore, are not at 
liberty to fashion a standard other than proof beyond 
a reasonable doubt; but the Committee on Criminal 

Jury Instructions, with the approval of the Michigan 
Supreme	Court,	could	amend	the	definition.
Authorities are split as to whether reasonable doubt 
should	even	be	defined.	In	the	nineteenth	century	the	
Michigan Supreme Court held that the term is self-
explanatory and requires no elaboration. Hamilton v 
People,	29	Mich	173	(1874);	People	v	Steubenvoll,	62	
Mich	329,28	NW	883	(1886).	Those	cases	have	never	
been expressly overruled; however, by order of the 
Michigan Supreme Court, effective March 1,2014, the 
Model Criminal Law Jury Instructions must be used 
in criminal trials if they are applicable, accurate, and 
requested by a party. Therefore, as a trial judge I must 
read	the	flawed	definition	of	reasonable	doubt	to	a	jury	
if requested by a prosecutor even if I think it gives the 
state an unfair advantage.
	 In	Victor	v	Nebraska,	511	US	1	(1994),	the	
United States Supreme Court held that the constitution 
neither	prohibits	trial	courts	from	defining	reasonable	
doubt nor requires them to do so. In People v Allen, 
466	Mich	86,	87;	643	NW2d	227	(2002)	the	Michigan	
Supreme Court held that, in the absence of request or 
objection,	the	failure	to	define	reasonable	doubt	is	not	
plain error:
 [T]he concept of reasonable doubt is within 
the	common	understanding	of	jurors.	It	is	sufficient	
that a jury is instructed that proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt is required in order to convict a defendant. A 
court’s	failure	to	define	the	phrase	“reasonable	doubt”	
is not a plain error requiring reversal of defendant’s 
conviction.
 My tentative solution to addressing the 
inadequacies	of	the	reasonable	doubt	definition	is	to	
allow	attorneys	to	argue	(if	requested)	that	there	are	
three levels of proof in Michigan law: preponderance 
of the evidence, clear and convincing evidence, and 
proof beyond reasonable doubt. Unless convinced 
to the contrary by a prosecution argument in a given 
case, or instructed otherwise by the Court of Appeals, 
I would permit a defense attorney to read from the 
civil	jury	instructions	(or	I	would	read	those	to	the	jury	
myself) to fully apprise the jury of the different levels 
of proof. This would permit a jury to fully understand 
that proof beyond a reasonable doubt is, indeed, a 
higher threshold than proof by clear and convincing 
evidence. In other words, if the evidence is not clear 
and convincing, then it certainly is not proof beyond a 
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reasonable doubt. Of course, I would not ever require 
a defense attorney to adopt my way of thinking about 
this since there are hundreds of defense attorneys 
who are way smarter than I am and who have their 
own well thought out and extremely effective ways to 
overcome	the	flaws	in	the	jury	instruction.
My long-term hope, of course, is to have the 
Committee on Criminal Jury Instructions revisit M 
Crim	JI	3.2(3)	to	come	up	with	a	better	definition.	
Borrowing	from	some	past	iterations	of	the	definition	
and alluding to the improvement noted above in 
British courts, I would suggest something along the 
line of the following:
 The term reasonable doubt is self-explanatory 
and	requires	no	further	definition.	However,	in	
applying the standard to this case you are required to 
consider the following: 

(A)		A	reasonable	doubt	is	a	fair,	honest	doubt,	
growing out of the evidence or lack of evidence. 
It is not merely an imaginary or possible doubt, 
but a doubt based on reason and common sense.

(B)		Be	aware	that	the	standard	is	not	proof	
beyond all doubt or proof beyond a shadow 
of a doubt. Meeting such a standard would 

require absolute certainty, which is normally 
not possible in human affairs. 

(C)		However,	to	satisfy	the	standard	of	proof	
beyond a reasonable doubt, evidence is not 
sufficient	if	it	merely	establishes	that	it	is	
likely, or even very likely, that the defendant 
committed	the	crime.	In	order	to	find	the	
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, 
you must be sure that the defendant is guilty.
Even	without	an	amendment	to	the	definition	
by the Committee, it is permissible under the 
authority of People v Allen, supra, that the 
prosecutor and defense counsel could stipulate 
to use my suggested language, or their own 
substituted language, if they are troubled by 
the	current	definition	of	M	Crim	Jl	3.2(3).

1 See the discussion of the struggle and conflict over 
the years regarding this instruction at Michigan Model 
Criminal Jury Instructions with ICLE Commentary, 
November 2020 Update, Commentary to M Crim 
Jl 3.2 pp 64-65 and Kenneth Mogill’s comment in 
2 Gillespie Michigan Criminal Law & Procedure, 
section 662.50 at 415 (2d ed).

EVIDENCE BOOT CAMP B 
Class for 5+ Years of Practice - But All Are Welcome

Hands-on small group training limited to 16 attorneys 
$240: $30 per CLE Skills Training Hour (8) 

Friday, October 1, 2021, 9:00am-5:00pm
Location: TBD Macomb County

Faculty:   Thomas C. Cranmer and Edward A. Bajoka 

Register at https://cdam.wildapricot.org 
Visit www.Macombbar.org for the Registration Code  
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8 Lawyers Listed in Michigan Super Lawyers

FARMINGTON HILLS I STERLING HEIGHTS I DOWNRIVER

Toll Free Phone: 888.421.9704 Local: 248.865.0001

  www.work-lawyers.com
Gasiorek Morgan
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Super Lawyers, a Thomson Reuters business, is a rating service of outstanding lawyers from more
than 70 practice areas who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and professional achievement.
From left to right: Donald Gasiorek, 15 years selected; Paul Hines, 9 years; Sam Morgan, 15 years;  
Patrick McCauley, 14 years; Greg Jones, 5 years, Rising Star Designee; David Kotzian, 15 years, Top 100 Designee; 
David Greco, 9 years;  Angela Mannarino, 5 years, Rising Star Designee.
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2021 Kimberly Cahill Memorial 
Scholarship Recipient 

Deja Monet Davis
By Dana M. Warnez,  

Macomb County Bar Foundation Past President

I am writing, as one who stood upon and continues 
to stand upon the professional example my sister 
Kimberly Cahill provided 
not just for me, but for 
all of us in the Macomb 
County legal community, to 
introduce you to Deja Monet 
Davis, who is this year’s 
recipient of the Kimberly M. 
Cahill Memorial Scholarship 
awarded by the Macomb 
County Bar Foundation. 

Deja Monet Davis is a 2021, 
cum laude graduate of the 
University of Detroit Mercy 
Law School.  Among other 
things, while in law school 
at UDM, Ms. Davis served 
as the President of the Black 
Law Students Association, 
was:  the Student Chair of 
the Diversity Committee, a 
member of the Student Alumni Leadership Council, 
coached Moot Court competitors, was a student 
academic mentor to fellow students, and a Patrick A. 
Keenan Appellate Advocacy Tournament Champion.   
Outside of school, Ms. Davis gained valuable 
experience working with the Federal Pro Se Legal 
Assistance Clinic, and as a law clerk for Lakeshore 
Legal Aid. 

In her undergraduate career Ms. Davis was an All-
Academic	Big	Ten	Athlete	(track	and	field	2014-2018)	

and Dean’s List Honoree, 
earning a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Criminology at the 
Pennsylvania State University.  

In	reflecting	upon	all	of	
Ms. Davis’s achievements 
in law school, the Dean of 
University of Detroit Mercy 
Law School Jelani Jefferson 
Exum describes Ms. Davis 
saying, “What is remarkable 
is	Deja’s	selflessness	in	using	
her leadership skills to serve 
others and to improve the space 
around	her.		That	is	what	I	find	
inspiring about Deja Davis.” 

Ms. Davis informs me, that 
upon passing the bar, she plans 
to take up the practice of labor 

and	employment	law	with	Miller,	Canfield,	Paddock	
and Stone, PLC.   We wish her best of luck, and look 
forward hopefully to her joining us in local Macomb 
County bar community. 

“I have been determined to advocate for individuals, to ensure their voice is 
heard, and am further determined to be a leader in my community, to stand 
on the shoulders of giants and one day be the giant on which someone may 
stand.”    - Deja Monet Davis
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Referral Fees Guaranteed in Writing and Promptly Honored
(586) 778-1234

 42452 Hayes Road, Suite 4, Clinton Township, MI 48038 • Offices in Clinton Township and Bloomfield Hills

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE  •  SLIP AND FALL  
CAR AND TRUCK COLLISIONS  •  PRODUCT LIABILITY 

OTHER INJURY AND WRONGFUL DEATH CASES

BONE BOURBEAU LAW PLLC 
Representing Victims of Negligence

14 First St., Mt. Clemens 586-850-8336trickeylawpllc@gmail.com

Facilitating Remotely

By Zoom, by Phone or by the Camaro’s WiFi

Charles Trickey III 
“Bringing a balanced career to Facilitations and Arbitrations”



CLASSIFIED ADS
OFFICE SPACE

EXECUTIVE / PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE. 
Individual offices and the potential for as much as 8,000 
sq. ft. of contiguous space.  Professional decorated 
common space includes reception, kitchen, and 
conference rooms.  On site basement storage available.  
Exterior is colonial design with split fieldstone accents.  
24825 Little Mack Ave. St. Clair Shores, at 10 Mile. Call 
Bob Garvey (586) 779-7810.

PREMIUM MT. CLEMENS office space on Main Street 
for rent.  Walking distance to County Buildings with 
ample parking. 1-5 offices available, conference room.  
Gross lease. Contact Lorraine at (586) 469-5050.

BOUTIQUE OFFICE SPACE - available for rent less 
than one mile south of Macomb Circuit.  One office 
available.  Conference room, kitchen, amply parking.  
Virtual tenancy also available.  Contact Saleema Sheikh 
at (586) 463-5821.

REFERRALS

KEVIN M. KAIN of the Law Firm Levine Benjamin 
has obtained over 1,500 workers compensation 
settlements for disabled workers over the last 20 years. 
Will pay referral fee and provide status reports.  Call 
Kevin M. Kain at 1-800-675-0613.

SOCIAL SECURITY and WORKERS 
COMPENSATION -  Casazza Law Offices - 140 years 
plus of combined experience with Social Security 
Disability and Workers Compensation claims.  Offices 
in Southfield and Mt. Clemens. Referral Fees.  Call 
Gene Casazza at (586) 468-4400 or email Gene@
Casazzalaw.com

SERVICES

PROBATE SUPPORT SPECIALISTS, LLC  - 
Decedent, Conservatorship & Guardianship packages;  
Specializing in forensic Account investigation and 
regular Account preparation (especially those that are 
overdue!)  Medicaid Applications.  Liaison to Social 
Security, IRS, CMH, DHS, VA and County caseworkers 
and resources.  Investigations, inventorying, liquidation 
of assets and supervised estate clean-outs.  Please call 
Charlene Tope at (586) 415-0136.





Macomb County Bar Association
40 N. Main St., Suite 435
Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
MacombBar.org

MACOMB BAR ASSOCIATION MACOMB BAR ASSOCIATION 
OPEN HOUSEOPEN HOUSE

Monday, September 20, 2021 
11:30am-1:30pm 

Macomb County Circuit Court
40 N. Main St., Mt. Clemens, MI 48043

Join us for an Open House to see the office renovations and 
the grand reopening of the Macomb Bar Office.

Lunch is free for members and court staff.  Please bring your 
County badge or Bar card and enjoy the return of  

Seeburger’s Cheeseburgers to Mt. Clemens.


